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Abstract - This paper study for estimation in interference channels in the spatial. We proposed new method in order to 
correctly estimation desired signal removing interference and noise in coherent channels. Proposal method in this paper is 
unbiased full spatial smoothing processing using lossless of effective aperture size in order to solve coherent and modified 
signal eigenvector processing keeping effective aperture size. We are good obtained by finding null point correctly as 
proposed method. Through simulation, we compare proposed method and the classical MUSIC algorithm. Numerical results 
demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed method relative to the classical MUSIC method. 
 
Index terms - MUSIC, Coherent, Modified signal eigenvector, Effective aperture size 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Recently, it has been studied to estimate incident 
angle of linear array antenna in spatial. Array antenna 
is composed with many elements. Array signal can 
estimate unknown target with signal processing[1]. 
Array signal processing is used in radar, sonar, 
mobile communication, and medical imaging for 
signal estimation and interferencesuppressing. 
Methods of spatial spectrum are periodogram, 
correlogram, linear prediction, minimum variance, 
eigen vector, multiple signal classification.  We can 
be the three kinds of spatial spectrum methods : 
resolution, estimate bias, and consistency.  Resolution 
is ability distinguishing for target, Estimate bias is 
accuracy of estimated spectrum. Consistency is 
estimated spectrum of independent data. EV, MUSIC, 
and SE methods are superior to other methods in 
estimation spectrum. But, these methods can`t 
estimate from coherent signals. If the signals have 
correlation, estimation signal of spatial spectrum is 
poor.  
 
Shan[ 2] proposed spatial smoothing method, and 
Williams[3] proposed the modified spatial smoothing 
method which is combine spatial smoothing method 
with Nuttal. Nuttal searches spectrum using backward 
estimation input vector by time line. But, these 
methods are low for resolution decreasing effective 
aperture size.  
 
Spatial smoothing(SS) method should have full rank 
for signal correlation matrix in spatial area in case of 
taking correlation  of incident signal. It is difficult to 
know incident signal number, sub array aperture size, 
and effective aperture size loss.  
Signal Eigenvector(SE) method search null point 
from incident angle of signal We study proposed 
method for correctly estimation of the targets. 
Proposed method is modified unbiased full spatial 
smoothing. 
 

II. SINGAL EIGENVECTOR METHOD 
SPECTRUM 

 
We consider linear array of M elements and 
incoherent signals of P numbers. Signal correlation 
matrix is get the P rank. P signal eigenvector is mixed 
signals of P number. Eigenvector elements can be 
written as follow[4] 

 
푉 , = ∑ 퐴 , exp (−푗 푚 푤 )   (1) 

 
Here 1 ≤ m ≤ M,   1 ≤ k ≤ P, 퐴 ,  is constant. Sign 
Eigenvector method can be with linear combination 
of steering vector from signal correlation matrix. In 
order to improved spectrum, we should search a null 
vector of the matrix from new signal matrix of 
eigenvector. Matrix form of homogenous eigenvector 
can be as follow[5] 
 

푄 h = 0    (2) 
 
 

Q =
푉 , ⋯ 푉 ,
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

푉 , ⋯ 푉 ,

  (3) 

 
 
Here P < 퐿 ≤ 푀− 1, Q  is matrix of (M− L = 1) ×
L , this matrix rank is to be min(L-1, M-L+1). 
Searching null vector, we use V  of matrix(L x L).  
 

푉 = ∑ 푄∗푄     (4) 
 
Spatial spectrum can be as follow 
 

푃 =
( )  

                             (5) 

 
푎(휃)  is transpose matrix of array response. 
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III. MODIFINED SIGNAL EIGENVECOR 
UNBISED FULL SPATIAL PROCESSING 
 
Spatial smoothing method is making signal 
correlation matrix nonsingular with average to spatial 
correlation matrix in spatial area to solve coherence. 
Fig 1 is subarray system. 
 

 
Figure 1:  Subarray Antenna Elements 

 
Output vector of  ithsubarray is as follow 
 

푥 (푡) =
푒 ( ) ⋯ 푒 ( )

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
푒 ( ) ⋯ 푒 ( )

 

+푛 (푡)(6) 
 

 

=
1 ⋯ 1
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

푒 ( ) ⋯ 푒 ( )
 

 

∗  
푒 ⋯ 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 푒

s(t) + +푛 (푡)   (7) 

 
 
 
=[푒(휃 ) , 푒(휃 ),⋯ , 푒(휃 )] 
 

* 
푒 ⋯ 0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 푒

s(t)  +  +푛 (푡) 

(8) 
 

We define 푁  of jth matrix with j unit row vector. 
 
푁 = 0, 푒(휃 ),⋯ , 푒(휃 )     , 1 ≤ j ≤ M           (9) 

 
Here, 0 is M × 1  row vector of 0 elements, e  is 
M × 1 unit row vector which is jth element is 1 and 
rest elements are 0. Data matrix can be written 

Y(t) = [푁 푥(푡),⋯ ,푁 푥(푡),⋯ ,푁 푥(푡)]     (10) 
 
Here, x(t)  is received signal on antenna. Spatial 

correlation matrix can be as follow[4] 
 

R = 퐸[푌(푡)푌(푡) ]                               (11) 
 
Here, Y(t) is output signal on array antenna. Rss is 

Toeplitz matrix, and it use in spatial about biased 
correlation estimate method using time line. This is 
full smoothing. Weight matrix using unbiased 
estimate method can be written[5] 

 
W = diag , ,⋯ ,1                        (12) 

 
We define that r is 1st row vector of unbiased full 
spatial smoothing, and rr is 1st row vector of unbiased 
full spatial smoothing modified signal estimation.  
 

rr = W r                                      (13) 
 
Spatial  correlation matrix can be written. 
 

R =
푟(0) ⋯ 푟(1−푀)
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

푟(푀− 1) ⋯ 푟(0)
          (14) 

 
 

r(m) = D  퐸 ∑ 퐷 푆 (푡) (퐷 )         (15) 
 

푆 =  푠(푡)푠(푡)                                             (16) 
 

퐷 = 퐷( )퐷( )                                       (17) 
 

D = diag[푒 ,⋯ , 푒 ]           (18) 
 

 
Where 0 ≤ m ≤ M− 1, τ ,ω, and s(t) are time delay, 
angle frequency, and receive signal , respectively. 
In order to eigen value, we can be written 
 

U = 푁 푣 ,⋯ ,푁 푣 ,푁 푣 ,⋯ ,푁 푣        (19) 
 

Where 푣  is an eigen vector of covariance matrix, 
1 ≤ k ≤ N. We must find eigen vector in eigen value 
0 as an eigen decomposition to do inner product.  
 

F = ∑ 푈 푈                                (20) 
 

Spatial spectrum of modified signal eigen vector 
unbiased full spatial smoothing can be written 
 

P =
( )  

                                    (21) 
 
Where ,H and e(θ) are null vector and array response, 
respectively. 
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IV. SIMULATION 
 
In this chapter, we analyze on the performance to 
compare class method of targets estimation with 
proposal method in this paper.  In condition of 
computer simulation, linear array antenna 12, array 
element distance is half wavelength.  
It is 20dB of signal to noise ratio, snapshots is 100. 
We need to estimate a desired signal in the direction[-
10o, 0o, 10o],[ 0o, 3o], and[ 0o, 3o, 5o], respectively. 
Fig.2 is showed about estimated signal by 
classmethod. Fig.2was not estimation from desired 
signal of the direction [-10o, 0o, 10o].  
Fig.3is showed about estimating signal by proposed 
algorithm. Fig.3 correctly estimate for desired signal 
of the directions[ -10o, 0o, 10o]. 
 

 
Figure 2:  Estimation of Direction of arrival by classical 

method 
 

 
Figure 3:  Estimation of Direction of arrival by proposed 

method 

Fig.4 is showed about estimated signal by 
classmethod existing three targets. Fig.4was not 
estimation from desired signal of the direction [0o, 
3o ].  
Fig.5is showed about estimating signal by proposed 
algorithm exiting two targets. Fig.5 correctly estimate 
for desired signal of the directions[ 0o, 3o]. 
 

 
Figure 4:  Estimation of Direction of arrival by classical  method 
 

 
Figure 5:  Estimation of Direction of arrival by proposed 

method 
 
Fig.6 is showed about estimated signal by 
classmethod about three targets. Fig.6was not 
estimation from desired signal of the direction [0o, 3o, 
5o].  
 
Fig.3is showed about estimating signal by proposed 
algorithm about three targets. Fig.3 correctly estimate 
for desired signal of the directions[ 0o,3o, 5o]. 
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Figure 6:  Estimation of Direction of arrival by classical  method 
 

 
Figure 7:  Estimation of Direction of arrival by proposed 

method 

CONCULSION 
 
We studied about estimation method to estimate 
desired signal correctly in coherent channel. The 
proposed method is finding null point by modified 
signal eigenvector. We have analyzed comparative 
performance both proposed method and classical 
MUSIC method. Classical MUSIC method wasn`t 
estimation aboutthree targets signals direction, but 
proposed method estimated correctly aboutthree 
targets direction. Signal resolution of proposed method 
is superior to classical MUSIC method.We proposed 
efficient estimation for desired signals using modified 
signal eigenvector method. Proposed methodin this 
paper is good at signal resolution relative to classical 
MUSIC algorithm.  
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